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DEAR PUPILS AND PARENTS/CARERS,
You are now about to enter a really exciting part of your educational journey, where you are
able to choose some of the subjects you study for the next two years. You will need to
consider all of the options available to you. It is important you think about which subjects you
enjoy, which subjects you are good at and which subjects will be most useful to you in the
future. Making the right decisions is very important, as it can influence the choices you have in
the future.
Our curriculum is designed to ensure that all of our pupils can achieve and make progress to
the next stage of their education or training. We are committed to ensuring that you gain a
programme of study that is broad and balanced and complements your needs.
This booklet is designed to give you, and your parents/carers, the information you need to
make informed choices about the courses you will take in Years 10 and 11.
It is essential that both you and your parents/carers take time to read this booklet carefully.
You also need to talk to people who can give you sound advice on what subjects will be best
for you. This will include your parents/carers, form tutor, subject teachers and your Head of
Year. We are here to help and ensure you follow the ‘pathway’ that is best suited to you.
Once you have read this brochure, discussed possible choices at our Options Evening, and
spoken to other people, you will be ready to make your choice. You should do this on the
Options Form and return it electronically no later than THURSDAY 17th FEBRUARY .
Staff will be only too pleased to offer any guidance that you may require and to discuss with
you the opportunities which are available.

Nicola Clear
Deputy Head
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Introduction

Key Dates
Y9 Parents’ Evening

18th November 2021

Y9 Introduction to the Option Process
Option Booklets issued
Virtual Options Evening

Week Commencing Monday 10th
January 2022
Wednesday 19th January 5pm
onwards

Electronic Options Forms issued to parents
Deadline for Options’ form to be completed

Friday 21st January 2022
Thursday 17th February 2022

Confirmation of Options

Summer term (typically early June)
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Curriculum Overview
CORE CURRICULUM
The curriculum is designed to ensure that you have a broad and balanced education to
allow you to have a wide choice of pathways at 16. The Key Stage 4 curriculum is made
up of subjects which you are required to study (this is called Core Curriculum) and
subjects that you can select to study (this is called Options). The table below shows that
the Core Curriculum occupies 60% (30 out of 50 lessons) of your timetable in Year 10
and 11.

Core
Curriculum

Subject
English Language and Literature (2 GCSEs)
Mathematics (1 GCSE)
Core Science ( 2 GCSEs or equivalent)
Philosophy and Ethics
Physical Education (non examined)
PSHE (non examined)
Total (out of 50 hours)

Hours per fortnight
8
7
9
1
4
1
30

THE OPTIONS
In addition to studying the Core Curriculum, you will also be able to select 4 Option
subjects. You will be guided as to which options will be most appropriate for you to
enable you to achieve the best possible grades. This is based on Key Stage 2 data, Key
Stage 3 progress data and Year 9 target grades. The Options occupy 40% (20 out of 50
lessons) of your timetable in Year 10 and 11.
Each option subject is allocated 5 hours over a fortnightly period.
The subjects we offer are:
GCSE: Art, Business, Computer Science, Drama, Food, French, German, Geography,
Three Dimensional Design, Graphic Communication, History, Music, Physical Education,
Philosophy & Ethics, Triple Science (in discussion with Science Teacher).
OCR Cambridge National: Sports Science, Health & Social Care
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QUALIFICATIONS

This stands for General Certificate of Secondary Education. From September 2016, due to
the reform of the examination system there are new specification requirements for all
subjects. The majority of GCSE’s will be terminally assessed by examination only at the end
of Year 11 and in this booklet you will find specific details of assessment methods for each
subject. For many subjects, there will only be one tier of entry ( except science, maths).
There is a new grading system 9-1 (9 being the top)

THE ENGLISH BACCALAUREATE
What is the English Baccalaureate? The English Baccalaureate was introduced by the
government as a performance measure in the 2010 performance tables. It is not a
qualification in itself. The measure recognises where pupils have secured a level 5 or better
across a core of academic subjects – English, mathematics, history or geography, the
sciences and a language.

Option Choices 2022

GCSE QUALIFICATIONS EXPLAINED

There is currently no compulsion to select all of these subjects, but these subjects should
ensure that all pupils study a broad core of subjects, ensuring that doors are not closed off
to them in terms of future progression. It is also viewed as an effective way to prepare for
sixth form courses.
More information can be found at: www.education.gov.uk/schools/teachingandlearning/
qualifications/englishbacc
OCR Cambridge Nationals: Sports Science and Health and Social Care
We offer OCR Cambridge Nationals Award qualification in Health and Social Care and
Sports Science . These Awards are suited to those who like practical based learning, rather
than academic learning. Portfolio work accounts for two of the three assessed components
of the overall mark. At Level 1, there will be three grades – Pass, Merit, Distinction (old
grade F/G or 1/2 new GCSE) and four grades at level 2 – Pass, Merit, Distinction,
Distinction*. (old grade A* - C or 4-9 new GCSE).
The Chantry School
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Options Guidance
OUR EXPECTATIONS OF YOU
The next two years will be the foundation for future careers, further education, higher education
and training. We have great expectations of you during this important time:
•

•
•
•
•

Take more responsibility for developing your own independent learning. It is more
important than ever, because of the terminal examinations, to constantly revise topics
covered in lessons.
Treat homework seriously – it is an important part of the education process and deserves
close attention.
Seek the support of your parents at home and the staff at school, to maintain a committed,
diligent approach to your studies.
Maintain a good record of attendance.
Revise and prepare thoroughly for any tests and examinations.

DO MAKE SURE THAT YOU...
Make your choices for the right reasons. Before making your final choices, you should make sure
that:
•
You READ all the information you are provided.
•
You will ENJOY studying the subject (being careful to distinguish between your opinion of
the subject and the teacher).
•
You have considered ADVICE from your tutor and subject teachers.
•
You have considered MORE ADVICE from parents/carers, older brothers and sisters and
older pupils.
•
You are CAPABLE of studying the subject to examination level (consult your current
subject teachers).
•
If you have a particular CAREER area in mind, consult with a Careers Adviser to determine
if specific subjects are required.
•
Wherever possible leave your choices as WIDE as possible to keep your options open at
the end of Year 11. Remember that everyone’s plans and ideas change – choose a broad
and balanced curriculum.
DON’T EVER...
•
•
•
•
•

The Chantry School
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Choose a subject because you like the teacher.
Dismiss a subject because you don’t like the teacher.
Opt for a subject just because your friend is doing it .
Listen to people who say it is a subject for only boys or girls.
Panic if you are confused – come and talk to us.

Option Choices 2022

Core Subjects
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Head of Department

Ms A Bates

English Language—Core

abates@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

AQA

Qualification

GCSE

Why you study this course
English is not an optional subject and all pupils
must study English Language up to GCSE level.
The course will teach you to write and speak
fluently so that you can communicate your
ideas well. It will teach you to read and listen
carefully, so that you can understand the
communications of other people. English
supports and strengthens the skills required in
many other subjects across the curriculum
which demand competency in written and
verbal communication.

Skills you will learn

GCSE English Language provides many
opportunities to develop your communication
and inter personal skills when preparing for
examination. You will develop accuracy and
precision in your written work and become
independent in proof reading and selfcorrection. Being able to reflect on and evaluate
your work and identifying key areas for
improvement is also an essential skill.
How you will be assessed
100% external examination: two equally
balanced papers each lasting 1 hour and 45
minutes
There is also a non- examination assessment in
spoken language (speaking and listening).
Progression

‘A’ Levels: English Language; English Literature;
English Language and Literature.
A summary of the topics you will study
English Language complements the study of
The syllabus is divided into the broad skills of
other subjects such as English Literature,
reading and writing, which are equally weighted Theatre Studies; Media Studies, History, Law
in the examination. Reading tasks will require
and Psychology. After further study it can
analysis of a range of texts from fiction, nonprepare pupils for careers such as: teaching;
fiction and literary non- fiction sources. Skills
writing; literary criticism; journalism, theatre,
which will lead to adept critical reading and
public speaking and the legal profession.
comprehension include the identification and
interpretation of themes; the drawing of
inferences and the ability to justify these with
evidence from the text. You will be required to
write using a narrative/ descriptive style and
also to produce a piece in which you present
your point of view convincingly. Throughout
the course you will practise these skills,
becoming familiar with a range of texts and
confident in your analysis of them. You will
become adept at crafting your own writing for
effect, writing for a range of audiences, and
using a range of styles and forms. Developing
the technical accuracy and sophistication of
your written work will be a key focus area so
that you are consistently able to produce clear
and coherent written text.
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Head of Department

Ms A Bates

Exam Specification

AQA

Qualification

GCSE

Progression
‘A’ Levels: English Language; English Literature;
Why you study this course
English Language and Literature.
All pupils will study English Literature up to
English Literature complements the study of
GCSE level and the course is co-taught with
GCSE English Language. The course is designed other subjects such as English Language,
Theatre Studies, Media Studies, History, Law
to inspire, challenge and motivate you to enjoy
and Psychology. After further study it can
and appreciate some of the great works of
prepare pupils for careers such as: teaching;
literature, in a variety of forms, from
Shakespearian times to the present day. Through writing; literary criticism; journalism, theatre,
public speaking and the legal profession.
reading, you will develop emotionally and
spiritually; culturally and intellectually. English
Literature supports and strengthens the skills
required in many other subjects across the
curriculum which demand competency and
precision in analytical and evaluative work.
A summary of the topics you will study
The syllabus includes the study of a wide variety
of texts including a play by Shakespeare, a
nineteenth century novel, a modern novel or
play and a collection of themed poetry from
1789 onwards. Text choices may vary from year
to year. Currently, they include such texts as
William Shakespeare’s Macbeth; JB Priestley’s
An Inspector Calls, Poetry of Power and
Conflict from the AQA Anthology and Charles
Dickens’ A Christmas Carol.
Skills you will learn
GCSE English Literature provides many
opportunities to develop your communication
and inter personal skills when preparing for
examination. Literature can take you on a
journey into the lives of others through the
power of imagination. You will develop socially,
by learning to empathise with the different
characters about which you read and to
understand their motivations .You will also
develop accuracy and precision in your
analytical work, understanding how writers
shape and craft their language using a variety of
techniques. Additionally, you will learn how
texts are shaped and structured to support
meaning.

English Literature—Core

abates@chantryschool.com

How you will be assessed
100% external examination: two exam papers.
Paper 1, lasting for 1 hour and 45 minutes,
provides 40% of the marks for GCSE while
paper 2, lasting for 2 hours 15 minutes,
comprises 60% of the GCSE.

The Chantry School
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Mathematics—Core

Head of Department

Mrs J Howes

jhowes@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

Edexcel

Qualification

GCSE

Skills you will learn
The course is split into 3 assessment objectives,
each of which contains specific topics. You will
learn how to use and apply standard techniques,
reason, interpret and communicate
mathematically and solve problems within
mathematics and in other contexts.

How you will be assessed
The subject is examined by 3 equally weighted
Why you study this course
At GCSE level, Maths is a compulsory subject written papers and there are 2 tiers,
which is fundamental to the majority of career Foundation or Higher. Each paper is 1 hour
30 minutes in length and 2 of these papers
paths.
require the use of a scientific calculator.

Mathematics teaches you logical thought, a
methodical approach and good problem
solving skills. Pupils are being encouraged now
to consider taking Maths at A level as it is
favoured by many universities, regardless of
future career plans. Maths also earns you
more money! Studies have shown that young
people with A level maths earn 10% more
than their counterparts. A shortage of highly
numerate candidates in the jobs market means
employers pay a premium for the problem
solving and number crunching skills of
mathematicians. Maths makes you desirable!
This is probably one of the most marketable
qualifications in terms of acceptability. It is
difficult to think of any course/career where it
would not be welcomed in combination with
other subjects. Regardless of the plans you
have for the future, you will use Maths every
day of your life.
A summary of the topics you will study
The course covers all aspects of mathematics
from the four main areas of number, algebra,
geometry and statistics. You should expect to
cover a variety of topics but many of them are
linked and these links will help you to gain a
better understanding of the work.
Functional skills are tested specifically within
the examination papers so it will be important
that you are able to develop independent
thinking to decide which mathematical
techniques you need to use and apply these in
a variety of contexts. You will also be
expected to justify and give mathematical
reasons for your answers on a regular basis.
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Progression
After completing your GCSE course, should
you wish to carry on studying mathematics,
there are many options available to you. You
may choose to do A/AS level Mathematics, City
& Guilds - level 3 certificate in using and
applying mathematics, OCR - level 3 certificates
in quantitative problem solving and quantitative
reasoning, Pearson Edexcel - level 3 certificate
in mathematics in context, AQA - level 3
certificate in mathematical studies, or WJEC
Eduqas - level 3 certificate in mathematics for
work and life.

Mrs K Wilson/Mr
SGolding

kwilson@chantryschool.com/
sgolding@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

Not examined

Qualification

Not examined

How you will be assessed
This is a non examined subject but pupils are
assessed on their effort, behaviour,
understanding, working with others, leading
coaching and officiating. You will be continually
assessed for progress in all of your activities.
It is vital you take a full and active role in your
lessons and that you strive to improve your
performance and fitness throughout key stage
4. Most importantly, it is important you make
the most of the opportunities given to you.

Why you study this course
Sport for All and Fitness for Life are the two
aims for Physical Education at Key Stage 4. We Progression
aim to provide each student with a varied range
General fitness for life and social participation
of activities that will motivate them to want to
in sports.
continue taking part in sport when they leave
school. Pupils will enjoy lessons, develop
practical skills, knowledge and an understanding
about themselves, their bodies and their
capabilities. Active participation is expected
from all pupils in all lessons.
A summary of the topics you will study
There will be a selection of both indoor and
outdoor option activity areas of study. Such
options include: netball, hockey, rounders,
athletics, rugby, tag rugby, football, basketball,
cricket, softball, dance, mountain biking, golf,
fitness, badminton, climbing, trampolining and
dodgeball.
Extra curricular activities are available for all
pupils and we encourage you to take part in as
many as you can.
Skills you will learn
The programme of study at this level provides
you with the opportunity to become informed
and competent performers with an awareness of
both the benefits of participation and the risks.
Throughout the course you will have the
opportunity to develop and apply advanced skills
and techniques; tactics, strategies and team
skills; evaluate and improve performance; adopt
a variety of roles in an activity such as
performer, coach and referee.

Physical Education—Core

Head of Department
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Science—Combined Science

Head of Department

Mrs J Wallis

jwallis@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

AQA

Qualification

GCSE

How you will be assessed
There are six different examination papers for
each science subject. These are 11/4 hours
each. There will be 2 tiers of paper: Foundation
(1-5) and Higher (6-9).

Progression
GCSE Science is one of the most commonly
desired entry requirements for many college
Why you study this course
courses. It is particularly suitable for those who
It remains a national priority that all pupils
are interested in scientific or technical careers
should have a good grasp of Science, so that
e.g. medicine, midwifery, nursing, engineering,
they can make sense of the increasingly scientific forensics, electrician, laboratory work,
and technological world we live in. You will,
physiotherapy, Royal Navy, teaching and auto
therefore, have a common grounding and
designers. It is essential for those of you wanting
experience of Science, preparing you for the
to study a Science subject at A Level.
applications of Science that we all experience in
our lives.
The specification presents biology, chemistry
and physics in separate teaching and learning
units. This course provides the standard
foundation for progression to AS and A level
Science.
A summary of the topics you will study
Biology: keeping healthy, the immune system,
nerves and hormones, adaptation, energy in
food chains, genetic variation, reproduction and
evolution.
Chemistry: atoms, the periodic table, chemical
reactions, extracting metals, their properties
and their uses, crude oil and fuels, polymers,
plant oils and their uses, earth atmosphere and
its changes.
Physics: energy transfer, generating and uses of
electricity, properties of waves and their uses,
reflection, radioactivity, nuclear fusion / fission,
solar system, star life cycle and red-shift.

Skills you will learn
The study of science links your practical
experience of the world to ideas that explain
them. It satisfies curiosity about phenomena
with explanations and initiates critical and
creative thought. Through the exploration of
Science, you learn how scientific ideas
contribute to technological changes.
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Art — Option (1AD0)

Head of Department

Mrs S Marshall

smarshall@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

EDEXCEL

Qualification

GCSE

How you will be assessed
Unit 1: Personal Portfolio in Art and Design 60%

Why you should study this course

Unit 2: Externally set assignment 40%

Art and Design is a subject that nurtures and
develops creative thinking through visual
outcomes.

The two year course will culminate in a final
exhibition in which all pupils’ work will be on
display.

It will give you the opportunity to express
yourself and explore topics of personal interest
creatively in a variety of media such as: painting,
drawing, printmaking and 3D, whilst learning
new techniques and approaches. You are the
designer of the ideas that you explore and
develop in each project; this is your chance to
express yourself through your art. Developing
new skills will allow you to design and produce
artworks that respond to your experience,
environment and interests in an original way.

A summary of the topics you will study
You will work with a wide range of materials,
some that you will be familiar with as well as
new and challenging techniques. Often you will
work on a much larger scale. Through visits to
art galleries, and in class learning, you will learn
how to write about and respond to art forms,
from both the past and contemporary eras. You
will be given the opportunity to explain how
these works inspire you. You must include
supporting studies in a sketchbook that show
how ideas have been developed and refined into
final pieces.
Skills you will learn
You will deepen your understanding of drawing
and painting techniques and learn new
approaches to familiar materials. You will also
tackle new, advanced printmaking and sculptural
techniques. You will develop the skills needed to
direct your own learning to plan and develop
individual and imaginative pieces of artwork.

The Chantry School
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You need to enjoy drawing and working
independently. It is important to be committed
to the subject by being self- motivated and
prepared in advance for lessons.

Progression
Within further education GCSE Art prepares
you for Art, Graphics, Photography and Textiles
A-Level. The Level 2 Diploma in Art and Design
is also an option for those wishing to focus on
Art as a career. These then support or lead to
many career opportunities in related fields such
as: the media, web/app, fashion design, design
and manufacturing, graphic design , photography,
illustration and advertising, theatrical design,
marketing, teaching and architecture.
Please note: You cannot do Art (1AD0)
and Graphic Communications (1GC0) or
Three Dimensional Design (1TD0)
because they are the same GCSE
specification. Choose one of the three

Subject Lead

Mr Hutton

You will understand business concepts,
business terminology, business objectives, the
Exam Specification
Edexcel
integrated nature of business activity and the
impact of business on individuals and wider
Qualification
GCSE
society.
You can apply knowledge and understanding
to contemporary business issues and to
Why you should study this course
different types and sizes of businesses in the
local, national and global contexts.
A GCSE in Business Studies allows you to
We want you to develop as enterprising
understand more about the business world and individuals with the ability to think
motivates and challenges you, preparing you to commercially and creatively to demonstrate
make informed decisions about further study
business acumen, and draw on evidence to
and career pathways.
make informed business decisions and solve
Even if you don’t have aspirations of becoming a business problems.
budding entrepreneur, there’s plenty to gain
from the subject.
How you will be assessed
Business Studies will allow you to develop a
variety of transferable skills that can improve
There are two equally weighted exam papers,
your chances of being hired and stay with you
focusing on each specification theme.
for the rest of your life, regardless of what
Paper 1: Investigating Small Businesses
career path you take.
Contributes 50% of the final mark Written
exam, 1 hour 30 minutes
A summary of the topics you will study
Paper 2: Building a Business Contributes 50%
of the final mark Written exam, 1 hour 30
GCSE Business is structured into two themes,
minutes
taking students from how entrepreneurs start
businesses (Theme 1) through to growing and
Progression
global businesses (Theme 2).
Theme 1: Investigating Small Businesses
GCSE Business is an introduction to the world
concentrates on the key business concepts,
issues and skills involved in starting and running of work. It explains what businesses are and
how they work. The course will be useful for
a small business. It provides a framework for
students to explore core concepts through the further study at college (A-Levels/vocational
lens of an entrepreneur setting up a business.
courses) and also for an apprenticeship.
Theme 2: Building a Business examines how a
business develops beyond the start-up phase. It
focuses on the key business concepts, issues and
decisions used to grow a business, with an
emphasis on aspects of marketing, operations,
finance and human resources. It also considers
the impact of the wider world on the decisions
a business must make as it grows.

Business—Option

ohutton@chantryschool.com

Skills you will learn
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Head of Department Ms J Dowding

Computer Science—Option

jdowding@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

OCR

Qualification

GCSE

Why you should study this course

Skills you will learn
Computer Science is an intellectually challenging
yet very rewarding subject.
You will learn to:
•
think creatively, innovatively, analytically,
logically and critically
•
apply the principles of computer science,
including abstraction, decomposition, logic
and data representation
•
analyse problems in computational terms
and solve them by designing, writing and
debugging programs
•
apply mathematical skills relevant to
computation

Take a look at the world around you. How
close to a computer are you? When was the
last time you used one? Life without
computers is almost unimaginable. The power
of computers is utilised in all areas of life,
How you will be assessed
from medicine to space exploration.
The subject is assessed by:
Computer Science goes way beyond just
Unit 1 & Unit 2 – written examination of 1 and a
writing code. From Facebook to the latest
half hours each (50% each)
apps, creativity is central. Stop being a simple
consumer of software and start designing your
own. If you can spot a gap in the market, if
Progression
you sometimes think, “I wish I could find an
app to…” then maybe you could be the next With technology ever changing, there is a
demand for professionals who are qualified in
Mark Zuckerberg.
this area. If you want to go on to higher study
A GCSE in Computer Science will give you a and employment in the field of Computer
fantastic set of skills to do just that. But even Science, you will find that this course provides a
superb stepping stone. Once you have taken a
more than this, it will give you the skills you
need for any career. Computer Science is one GCSE in Computer Science you can progress to
of the best points to start from. Don’t know study the subject at A Level and then university.
what you want to do with your life just yet?
Perfect! Most of the jobs that will be available
when you leave university haven’t even been
thought of yet!
A summary of the topics you will study
Unit 1 – Computer Systems is focused on
learning about the physical components of a
computer, networks, cyber security and moral
and ethical issues of technology.
Unit 2 - Computational Thinking,
Algorithms and Programming is focused
on the logic of how computers work and
learning how to program a computer to carry
out a wide range of functions.
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Head of Department

Miss J Poulter

Exam Specification

AQA

Qualification

GCSE

Why you should study this course
When studying Drama, you will develop your
ability to ‘read between the lines’ and consider
human interaction through the analysis of
physical and vocal behaviours. Studying Drama is
a fantastic way to build your confidence and
ability to speak publically. It also teaches many
transferable skills such as cooperation,
teamwork and problem-solving; all of which are
of benefit to further study or the workplace. It
is ideal for students who like working in groups,
enjoy expressing themselves in an active and
exciting way and want to develop their creative
and critical skills. A drama qualification
demonstrates that you are reliable and can be
committed to a project.
A summary of the topics you will study
You will explore the world of theatre and gain a
secure knowledge and understanding of the
subject such as different roles and
responsibilities in the theatre world as well as
the practical skills required to succeed as a
performer. Working as a company, you will
study one of the set texts e.g. Noughts and
Crosses by Malorie Blackman and apply your
knowledge of the text, characters and the
performance skills of an actor in the written
exam. You will also apply these performance
skills practically when producing two extracts
from a contrasting play to the set text studied.
As well as this you will explore the devising
process through the creation of a unique piece.
Throughout the course you will create and
develop ideas to communicate meaning for
theatrical performance, apply theatrical skills,
realise artistic intentions in live performance
and finally analyse and evaluate your own work
and that of others.
Skills you will learn
Throughout the course you will develop your
creative skills as a performer, through the use of
vocal and physical skills students will develop

How you will be assessed
Component 1: Written paper, Understanding
Drama (40%) 1hr 45mins
Section A: Theatre terminology
Section B: Study of a set text
Section C: Live theatre production
Component 2: Devising Drama (40%)Practical:
Performance 10% Written: Devising log 30%
Component 3: Texts in Practice (20%) Practical:
Performance of two extracts from a play
different to the set text studied.
Progression
A Level Drama and Theatre Studies or BTEC
Performing Arts (Level 3)
It complements the studying of other subjects
such as Media Studies, Philosophy, Sociology,
Psychology, Dance, Music and Art.
Drama can prepare students for careers such as:
journalism, theatre, teaching, leadership and
management, public speaking and the legal
profession.
Students learn to collaborate with others, think
analytically and evaluate effectively. They gain
confidence to pursue their own ideas, reflect
and refine their efforts. Whatever the future
holds, students of GCSE Drama emerge with a
toolkit of transferrable skills, applicable both in
further studies and in the workplace.

Drama — Option

jpoulter@chantryschool.com

the ability to interpret characters and create
those appropriate to the demands of the
performance. GCSE Drama provides many
opportunities to develop your communication
and interpersonal skills, building the individuals
confidence in and out of role. Being reflective
and evaluating your own performance and those
of others is an essential skill that is developed
throughout the course.
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Lead Contact

Mrs J Thomas

Food Preparation and Nutrition — Option

Mr J Cooper
jthomas@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

AQA

Qualification

GCSE

Why you should study this course
Are you interested in knowing how ingredients
work together to make food products? If you
like cooking and enjoy working with different
ingredients and equipment to produce quality
food products, then you should consider this
subject. This subject will provide you with
many practical challenges as well as keeping you
up-to-date with food related issues.

valuable skills for your future. It is a practical
subject area which requires the development of
skills and the willingness to try something new.

How you will be assessed
50% = Written exam (1 hr 45 mins) taken at
the end of the course.
The exam has two parts

•

Section A: Multiple choice questions

•
Section B: Five longer sub-divided
questions
Non-Exam Assessment:

GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition will
This consists of:
teach you a range of culinary techniques, as well
One scientific food investigation 15% (topic is
as knowledge of nutrition, food traditions and
set by exam board)
kitchen safety.
One food preparation assessment 35% (pupils
will research, plan, prepare, cook and present
A summary of the topics you will study
three skilful dishes with accompaniments
culminating in a 3 hour practical assessment and
The course will give you a thorough
portfolio of evidence).
understanding of food, nutrition and health. It
will include units on food science, the working
characteristics of foods, food safety, food
choice, and food provenance. You will learn in
depth scientific knowledge about food and how
it works in recipes. The theory element of the
course offers the chance to challenge and
stretch yourself. It relies on your independent
thinking and research skills.
You will be taught a range of food preparation
skills and undertake an assortment of practical
activities throughout the course.

Skills you will learn
The aim of the food preparation and nutrition
course is to provide you with knowledge, skills
and understanding in relation to the planning,
preparation, cooking, and presentation of food.
You will learn to apply knowledge of nutrition,
diet and health to your choice of dishes. All
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Totalling 50% = Non-Exam Assessment (NEA),
This is completed in school.

Progression
GCSE Food Technology can lead to further
study or career choices in such areas as:
healthcare, food nutrition analyst, the
hospitality and catering industry, nutrition and
food science or perhaps even a dietician.

Head of Department

Mr A De Santis

Exam Specification

AQA

Qualification

GCSE

Each of the four skills: listening, speaking,
reading and writing are worth 25% of the
overall grade.

Progression
Why you should study this course
This subject is designed to develop pupils’
understanding of French in a variety of contexts.
Pupils will develop their listening and reading
skills, and be able to communicate effectively in
written and spoken French.
Learning a new foreign language can open many
doors, whether you are doing business
internationally, boosting your career prospects
or just travelling to another country. In our
global world, with easy access to the internet,
more and more companies are training staff in
foreign languages. A GCSE in a language gives
you a vital head start. Many universities are now
recommending that pupils enter higher
education with a qualification in a modern
foreign language.

Specific career opportunities include teaching,
translating and interpreting. However, the
ability to offer a language is welcomed in many
aspects of business, science, engineering, the
military, law, government and the medical
profession.

French—Option

adesantis@chantryschool.com

How you will be assessed

A summary of the topics you will study
You will develop a greater depth of
understanding and cover vocabulary, language
structures and grammar within the contexts of:
identity and culture, local national, international
and global area of interest, current and future
study of employment.

Skills you will learn
You will continue to develop your ability in
listening and reading to respond to different
kinds of language and communicate in speech
for a variety of purposes, whilst extending your
confidence in written communication. You will
learn to use a variety of vocabulary and
structures applying the grammar of the
language.
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Head of Department

Mr A De Santis

German—Option

adesantis@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

AQA

Qualification

GCSE

Why you should study this course
This subject is designed to develop pupils’
understanding of German in a variety of
contexts. Pupils will develop their listening and
reading skills, and be able to communicate
effectively in written and spoken German.
Learning a new foreign language can open many
doors, whether you are doing business
internationally, boosting your career prospects
or just travelling to another country. In our
global world, with easy access to the internet,
more and more companies are training staff in
foreign languages. A GCSE in a language gives
you a vital head start. Many universities are now
recommending that pupils enter higher
education with a qualification in a modern
foreign language.

A summary of the topics you will study
You will develop a greater depth of
understanding and cover vocabulary, language
structures and grammar within the contexts of:
identity and culture, local national, international
and global area of interest, current and future
study of employment.
Skills you will learn
You will continue to develop your ability in
listening and reading to respond to different
kinds of language and communicate in speech
for a variety of purposes, whilst extending your
confidence in written communication. You will
learn to use a variety of vocabulary and
structures applying the grammar of the language.
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How you will be assessed

Each of the four skills: listening, speaking,
reading and writing are worth 25% of the
overall grade.
Progression
Specific career opportunities include teaching,
translating and interpreting. However, the ability
to offer a language is welcomed in many aspects
of business, science, engineering, the military,
law, government and the medical profession

Head of Department

Mrs C Rudall

Exam Specification

AQA

Qualification

GCSE

How you will be assessed
Paper 1: Living with the Physical Environment
(1 hr 30 mins /35%)
Why you should study this course
Michael Palin said, ‘Geography covers the entire Section A: Challenge of Natural Hazards ·
Tectonic Hazards · Weather and Climate
academic spectrum from science, to politics,
history and economics. It is one of those richly Section B: Physical Landscapes in the UK –
comprehensive subjects whose relevance is all
Coast &·Rivers
around us. More than ever we need
Section C: Living World · Ecosystems and
Geographers’ skills and foresight to help us
Tropical Rainforest · Hot Deserts
learn about our planet and move forward in a
sustainable way.’
The syllabus has been chosen to help you
explore people and their environment as well as
contemporary events and issues which are
relevant locally, nationally and globally. If you
are interested in decision-making and empathy
work, you will enjoy exploring and solving
complex social and environmental issues as well
as gaining an understanding of how they shape
the world along with natural processes.

Paper 2: Challenges in the Human
Environment (1 hr 30 mins /35%) · Urban Issues
and Challenges · Changing Economic World ·
Resource Management (with focus on Food ).
Paper 3: Geographical Application (1 hr /30%)
Issue Evaluation (from pre-release) · Fieldwork
(human and physical including interaction).

Progression
Pupils who study Geography will find it useful in
A summary of the topics you will study
a variety of careers. For example pupils have
The units covered include: Tectonics, hazards,
gone on to the following careers: Tourism,
weather and climate, rivers, coasts, eco-systems Town Planning, Accountancy, Land Surveying
(including tropical rainforests, hot deserts),
and Environmental management.
urban issues, changing economic world,
resource management– including food, water
and energy. However, we always review and
amend dependent on popularity. We study
these units through a variety of media including
photographs, maps, film clips, graph
interpretation, ICT, presentations and
newspaper reports.

Geography—Option

crudall@chantryschool.com

around the planet. You will talk with interest
about a variety of topics, understand the major
problems and issues in the world as well as
acquiring a variety of useful literacy and
numerical skills. You will be expected to make
decisions and justify them.

Fieldwork
There will be two fieldwork opportunities over
the course. The expectation is that students
attend both.
Skills you will learn
The skills that you develop during the geography
course include: organisation, enquiry, research
and investigation. You will be encouraged to find
out about people, places and environments
The Chantry School
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Lead Contact

Mrs N Hepburn

Graphic Communication (IGC0)-Option

nhepburn@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

Edexcel

Qualification

GCSE

Why you should study this course
Graphic Communication is defined as the
practice of creating work to convey
information, ideas and emotions through the
use of graphic elements such as colour, icons,
images, typography and photographs. It is a
practical subject where you are encouraged to
learn to use, understand and apply colour and
design through images to develop spatial
concepts and to understand graphic materials
and their manipulation. If you are self-motivated
and consider yourself to be creative and like to
design products then you will enjoy this course.
A summary of the topics you will study
In Year 10 you will develop an understanding
and appreciation of Graphic Design by
completing several mini projects involving,
packaging, pop ups, logos , advertising and
signage and carrying out in depth studies into
several designers. You will be able to analyse
products in detail and develop an awareness of
consumer requirements. You will learn a range
of 2D and 3D drawing techniques and how to
present your work effectively. You will have the
opportunity to learn lots of new practical skills
and develop your CAD/CAM skills further using
such programs as Photoshop, 2D Design Serif
Draw Plus and the laser cutter.
Skills you will learn
The subject will provide opportunities for you
to develop the skills to design, make and
evaluate products which meet an identified
need. It has at its core the ‘design process’ and
sets out to develop your ability to identify and
solve practical problems. This will involve
learning about the characteristics of modelling a
variety of 3D products. Also, you will be
encouraged to think about the sustainability and
environmental impact of the product you are
designing.
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How you will be assessed
Unit 1: Personal Portfolio in Graphic
Communication- 60%
Unit 2: Externally set assignment- 40% whereby
you will have 10 hours to complete an
assignment set by the exam board, and you will
have prepared for it previously.
The two year course will culminate in a final
exhibition in which all pupils’ work will be on
display.

Progression
A large number of pupils who successfully
complete their GCSE go on to study courses
such as A Level Design & Technology, Product
Design, or BTEC courses in Product Design and
Graphic Design. There are many degree level
courses which can be pursued after studying this
course such as Graphic Design, Product Design,
Industrial Design, Animation, Architecture and
others. This course could lead to entry into any
of the following Design and Technology based
careers such as: Product Design, Interior/Set
Design, Graphic/Packaging Design, Architecture,
Model making for advertising and architecture,
Automotive Styling and Landscape Design.
Please note: You cannot do Art (IAD0)
and Graphic Communications (IGC0) or
Three Dimensional Design (ITD0)
because they are the same GCSE
specification. Choose one or the other.

Mrs J Thomas

from either:

R034: Creative and therapeutic activities.
jthomas@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

OCR

Qualification

National Award
level 1/2

National Awards are suited to those who
prefer more practical based learning,
rather than academic learning.
Why you should study this course
This is of particular interest to those who are
interested in working with others and learning
about the essential skills of effective
communication, the values of good care, health
and wellbeing of those who are more
vulnerable/less confident/younger than others.
A summary of the topics you will study
The Cambridge National in Health and Social
Care consists of three units. (2 mandatory &
1opitonal)

R032: Principles of care in health and
social care—mandatory You will learn
about the importance of the rights of service
users, person-centred values and how to apply
them. The importance of effective
communication skills when providing care and
support for individuals using care settings and
the procedures and measures used to protect
service users and service providers such as
safeguarding, hygiene and security.

R033: Supporting individuals through life
events—mandatory. You will learn about life
stages and the factors that affect them,
expected and unexpected life events and the
impact they will have on physical, social/
emotional and socio-economic aspects in an

You will learn about a range of creative
activities and therapies that are available in
health or social care and understand the
physical, intellectual, emotional and social
benefits of these. How to plan and deliver a
creative activity with an individual or group and
evaluate their planning and delivery
OR R035: Health promotion campaigns.
You will have the opportunity to explore the

various public health challenges the country
faces, the approaches used to encourage health
and wellbeing and the importance of this to
society. You will understand the factors affecting
a healthy lifestyle so that campaigns can be
designed to target different groups of people.
How to plan and deliver their own small-scale
health promotion campaign and how to evaluate
their planning and delivery.
Skills you will learn

You will have the opportunity to apply your
knowledge and understanding through the use
of focused activities such as role-play, case
studies and scenarios. The subject will prepare
you for the work place, enabling you to gain an
understanding of how the values of care should
be applied and
how
maintaining the
rights of
individuals will
enable them to
feel valued.
How you will be assessed
RO32 is assessed through a written examination
which is externally marked and moderated. 1 x
1 hour and 15 minutes

RO33 and the optional units are assessed
through portfolio work., which are internally
providers and practitioners that can support
individuals, recommend support and justify how marked and externally moderated.
Grades are awarded as Pass, Merit, Distinction
this will meet the needs of a specific individual
or Distinction* at either a level 1 or level 2
Plus one optional unit chosen by the teacher
individual’s life. You will research the service

Health and Social Care-Option

Lead Contact
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Head of Department

Mr I Richards

History—Option

irichards@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

OCR

Qualification

GCSE

How you will be assessed
There will be 3 exams
Paper 1: British History (40%)
Paper 2: History Around Us (20%)
Paper 3: World History (40%)
Progression

Why you should study this course
The course provides opportunities to explore
history in a variety of ways: in depth, across a
broad span of time, locality and with reference
to a diversity of cultures. It also enables pupils
to study history from a variety of perspectives,
including political, social, economic and cultural,
thereby encouraging the appreciation of the
diversity of the societies studied, and the
experiences of the people in these societies.
We use a vast variety of resources - film, video,
documentaries, photographs, newsreel and
offsite visits.

A summary of the topics you will study

The course is made up of five topics:
•

People’s health c.1250-present day

•

The Norman conquest 1065-1087

•

The making of America 1789-1900

•

Living under Nazi rule 1933-45

•

History Around us

Skills you will learn
History encourages you to have convincing
views of your own and be able to think for
yourself. It helps you to learn more about
people. The study of history aims to stimulate
and test the development of historical
knowledge and understanding, the evaluation
and interpretation of evidence and the ability to
construct and communicate historical
arguments. Much of the work will involve you
making your own decisions about history, by
selecting, studying, organising, and finally
evaluating the evidence of the past. There will
be a need for you to interpret and analyse
evidence, as well as the ability to write a variety
of written responses including extended
writing.
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Employers value the thinking, problem solving
and writing skills that the subject engenders.
Employers and universities value History highly.
All careers find history skills either valuable or
essential to their work. History leads to an
understanding about who you are and why
things are as they are.

Mrs M Masters

mmasters@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

OCR

Qualification

GCSE

Why you should study this course
Everyone has their own particular taste in
music. There are several options within the
music course allowing pupils the chance to
follow their own particular interests, whether it
be through popular styles or a classical route.
Following this GCSE course you will develop
your understanding of how music is created
through five areas of study with a focus on
your own preferred style and instrumental
skills. Studying music allows pupils to extend
and develop their skills and knowledge. As well
as performing and composing, you will
undertake academic study of musical content
and notation.
The study of music shows you can think
independently, create and develop your own
ideas and think analytically.

How you will be assessed
Pupils produce a portfolio of evidence for each
unit of the course. This evidence will take the
form of notes, rehearsal logbook, audio
recording and evaluations. The practical items
are recorded onto CD. Your work will be
internally & externally marked by staff and
moderated by the examination board.
There are two external exams:
Listening Paper- this paper is based on music
that you have studied during the course. There
will be a mixture of multiple choice, short and
extended answers. The exam lasts 1 hour 30
minutes.
Practical coursework: You will record
group and solo pieces as well as creating your
own pieces of music.
Progression
This course is ideal for people who would like
a career in the music business, whether as a
performer or in some other associated career
path. This qualification is a sound platform for
moving onto BTEC Level 3 in Music and A
Levels in the Arts. Many of our pupils go on to
study music technology or A level music post
16.

Music—Option

Head of Department

A summary of the topics you will study
We will cover a variety of topics including: Film
music composition, listening and composing to
film clips, the development of popular music
including ‘rock and roll, rock anthems, pop
ballads and solo artists from the 1990s to
present day. Also, you will study rhythms of
the world focusing on indian, middle eastern,
african and caribbean music. Orchestral music
will be studied through concerto over time.

Skills you will learn
You will learn how to compose and develop
skills in performing and appraising music with
the main focus on your chosen instrument or
voice. You will further develop your
performance skills as well as appraising and
evaluating your own performances and those of
others. Pupils will also learn how to read and
write music, as well as learning how to use
music technology.
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physical activity and sport.

GCSE PE—Option

Head of Department Mrs K Wilson

A summary of the topics you will study:

kwilson@chantryschool.com

•

Applied anatomy and physiology Physical
training

•

Socio-cultural influences Sports
psychology Health, fitness and well-being

•

Practical activity assessment Analysing and
Evaluating Performance (AEP)

Exam Specification

OCR

Qualification

GCSE

Why you should study this course
GCSE PE content has been designed to allow
learners to study Physical Education (PE) in an
academic setting, allowing them to critically
analyse and evaluate physical performance and
apply their experience of practical activities in
developing their knowledge and understanding
of the subject.

How you will be assessed ?

out and effectively promote themselves as they
progress through life and enable learners to:

Paper 2: 2.1 Socio-cultural influences, 2.2 Sports
psychology, 2.3 Health, fitness and well-being.

Non-examined assessment:

This will carry 30% of the grade and will consist
of Analysing and evaluating performance
coursework. It will also include assessment over
3 sports (1 team, 1 individual and 1 of either).
The assessment will be done internally, but will
This course will prepare learners for the further
be externally moderated on a moderation day
study of PE or sports science courses as well as
with other schools. The sports must be from
other related subject areas such as psychology,
the approved OCR list available on their
sociology and biology. Learners will also develop
website.
the transferable skills that are in demand by
further education, Higher Education and
Written examination:
employers in all sectors of industry. This
2 x1 hour exam:
specification will create confident, independent
thinkers and effective decision makers who can Paper 1: Component 01: Physical factors
operate effectively as individuals or as part of a affecting performance 1.1 Applied anatomy and
physiology and 1.2 Physical training.
team – all skills that will enable them to stand

•

•

Understand how the physiological and
psychological state affects performance in Progression
physical activity and sport
This option is ideal for any pupil who is looking
to advance on to A level PE and will prepare
Perform effectively in different physical
you properly for further education in Physical
activities by developing skills and
techniques and selecting and using tactics, Education.
strategies and/ or compositional ideas

•

•

•
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Develop their ability to analyse and
evaluate to improve performance in
physical activity and sport

Pupils who are looking to increase their
knowledge of Biology and Biomechanics or
other science based academics will benefit from
choosing this course.

This is a highly academic course and will require
Understand the contribution which
physical activity and sport make to health, enthusiasm and interest in sports and physical
education to be successful.
fitness and well-being
Understand key socio-cultural influences
which can affect people’s involvement in

Head of Department

Miss K Davies

Exam Specification

EDUQAS

Qualification

GCSE

Why you study this course
The course is taken by all pupils to raise
awareness of the a variety of religious,
philosophical and ethical topics and issues
present in the life we live. It is particularly
important to study different worldviews to gain
a better understanding of why people live they
way they do or why they make the choices in
life they do, particularly living within a pluralistic
and diverse society such as the UK.
Pupils who enjoy discussions and healthy debate,
and those who are interested in current affairs
and topical events will enjoy the challenge of
RPE.
A summary of the topics you will study
You will have the opportunity to discuss some
of life’s ultimate questions such as: Does God
exist? How did the world begin? What happens
when we die? Why is there evil in the world?
Should euthanasia be legalised? Does the
problem of evil prove that God cannot exist?
Should the death penalty be brought back to the
UK?
You will debate and discuss the moral decisions
facing Christians, Hindus and atheists today on
such issues as : marriage, sex, abortion,
euthanasia, justice, war, peace, crime,
punishment, terrorism, prejudice,
discrimination, the environment, conservation
and pollution.
Skills you will learn
You will develop your skills and knowledge to
appreciate the opinions and beliefs of others as
well as having the opportunity to explain and
justify your own opinions. Crucial to your
success in this subject is your ability to reach
conclusions based on reason and argument.
Skills developed include the ability to think
critically, analyse and evaluate information and
communicate points of view confidently and
logically.

Progression
The course is well valued by higher education
establishments and employers as it provides an
academic introduction to the study of human
moral behaviour. It is recommended as a
suitable qualification for many jobs that involve
communication and working with people. In
jobs that require relating to others, studying RE
will provide an excellent foundation. People
who study RE have progressed into diverse
careers such as Journalism, Law, Medicine and
Business.

Religion, Philosophy and Ethics—Option

kdavies@chantryschool.com

How you will be assessed
In year 11, you will be assessed by three exams.
Exam 1: Religious, Philosophical and Ethical
studies in the modern world (2 hours), Exam 2:
Study of Christianity (1 hour) and Exam 3:
Study of Hinduism (1 hour)
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Head of Department

Mr S Golding

Sports Science—Option

sgolding@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

OCR

Qualification

Certificate (equal
to one GCSE)

Why you should study this course

A summary of the topics you will study
3 units (2 mandatory & 1 optional):
Unit 1: Reducing the risk of sports injuries and
dealing with common medical conditions
(Assessed in 1 hour & 15 minutes written
examination)
Unit 2: Applying the principles of training: fitness
and how it affects skill performance (Internally
marked—externally moderated)

The Cambridge Nationals in Sport Science
Unit 3 (optional-chosen by teacher): Nutrition
offer students the opportunity to study key
areas of sport science including Risk and injury, and sports performance (Internally marked—
externally moderated)
principles of training and sport nutrition.
These sport qualifications offer learners the
chance to develop different types of skills
through largely practical means;
communication, problem solving, team working,
evaluation and analysis, performing under
pressure, and formulating written findings from
practical investigation are all transferable skills
which can be learned and assessed through
these qualifications and utilised in many other
educational and employment settings. This
qualification has been designed with practical
and engaging ways of teaching in mind and
enable learners to:
•

develop a range of skills through
involvement in sport and physical activity
in different contexts and roles

•

develop their ability to apply theoretical
knowledge to practical situations

•

•
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How you will be assessed
Non-examined assessment: Worth two
thirds of total grade. The assessment consists of
students completing two units of coursework.
These tasks can be presented as written
evidence, practical tasks with witness
statements, presentations, videos or audio
recordings. Tasks will be assessed as a level 1
pass or merit, or level 2 pass, merit or
distinction.
Written examination: 1 x 1 hour and 15
minutes exam on reducing the risk of sports
injuries and dealing with common medical
conditions. These include multiple choice, short
answer questions and long mark questions. This
exam assessment is worth one third of the
overall grade.
There is no practical sport assessment.

gain a better understanding of the
Progression
complexity of different areas of sport and
After completing this course you can go on to
the sports industry
study A Level PE or BTEC Sport. This will, in
increase their awareness of different
turn, enable pupils to go on and study Exercise
ways to stay involved in sport and physical and Sport Science, Physiotherapy, Sports Studies
activity and of different careers and roles or Sports coaching in further education.
within sport.
The nature of Cambridge national certificate
tends to build confidence, teamwork and
leadership skills within each student and,
therefore, will give them valuable skills for
future life. This can be good preparation for
careers in the Forces, Police/Fire Service, PE
Teaching, Sports Rehabilitation, Sports
Nutrition, Sports Psychology, Physiotherapy, and
Personal Training.

Head of Department

Mr P Taylor

Exam Specification

Edexcel

Qualification

GCSE

How you will be assessed
Unit 1: Personal Portfolio in Graphic
Communication- 60%

Unit 2: Externally set assignment- 40% whereby
you will have 10 hours to complete an
Why you should study this course
assignment set by the exam board, and you will
Three-dimensional design is concerned with the
have prepared for it previously.
designing, prototyping, modelling or making of
The two year course will culminate in a final
functional and aesthetic consumer products,
interiors and architecture. You will learn to use exhibition in which all pupils’ work will be on
display.
processes, materials and construction
techniques coupled with modelling and the use Progression
of working drawings to help take your ideas
A large number of pupils who successfully
through to realisation. If you are self-motivated
complete their GCSE go on to study courses
and consider yourself to be creative and have an
such as A Level Design & Technology, Product
interest in design products then you will enjoy
Design, or BTEC courses in Product Design and
this course.
Graphic Design. There are many degree level
A summary of the topics you will study
courses which can be pursued after studying this
course such as Graphic Design, Product Design,
In Year 10 you will develop an understanding
and appreciation of Three Dimensional Design Industrial Design, Animation, Architecture and
by completing projects in architecture. product others. This course could lead to entry into any
of the following Design and Technology based
design and ceramics, You will learn to use and
combine a wide range of materials and media to careers such as: Product Design, Interior/Set
Design, Graphic/Packaging Design, Architecture,
produce creative and innovative outcomes, as
well as carrying out in depth studies into several Model making for advertising and architecture,
designers. You will be able to analyse their work Automotive Styling and Landscape Design.
in detail and develop an awareness of the style,
inspiration and impact of their work. You will
learn a range of 2D and 3D drawing and
modelling techniques to present your work
effectively. You will have the opportunity to
learn lots of new practical skills and develop
your CAD/CAM skills further using such
programs as Photoshop, 2D Design, Pro
Desktop, Google Sketchup, laser cutting and 3D
printing.
Skills you will learn
The subject will provide opportunities for you
to develop the skills to design, make and
evaluate products which meet an identified
need. It has at its core the ‘design process’ and
sets out to develop your ability to identify and
solve practical problems. This will involve
learning about the characteristics of modelling a
variety of 3D products.

Please note: You cannot do Art (1AD0)
and Graphic Communications (1GC0) or
Three Dimensional Design (1TD0)
because they are the same GCSE
specification. Choose one of the three

Three Dimensional Design (1TD0)-Option

ptaylor@chantryschool.com

You will also be encouraged to think about the
social and environmental impact of the product
you are designing.
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Head of Department

Mrs J Wallis

Triple Science—Option

jwallis@chantryschool.com
Exam Specification

AQA

Qualification

GCSE

How you will be assessed

The GCSE grade awarded in all three science
subjects is based upon examination
performance. There are two different
examination papers for each separate GCSE. In
total the triple science will be approximately
10.5 hours of examination (this is yet to be
confirmed).

If considering, talk to your science
teacher who will be able to advise
whether it is a suitable choice for you. Progression
Usually pupils in set 1 and 2 choose it due Triple Science is the most comprehensive
preparation for those who may want to
to the demand of the content.
progress onto Science A levels. From
experience we know that the pupils who have
Why you should study this course
done triple science have coped best with the
demands of A level study. If you’re already
This course is in addition to the compulsory
timetabled Double Award Core to make a total thinking about careers in science-based jobs,
then it is definitely worth considering taking
of 13/50 hours of science for the pupil’s
timetable. It really is aimed at those of you who separate Science GCSE’s. Most top universities
prefer applicants for Science subjects to have
have a desire and flair to study science at an
taken the Triple Award option at GCSE, but
advanced level. The extra syllabus that makes
up each GCSE triple science course to be a full this is not compulsory. It is particularly suitable
for those who are interested in scientific or
GCSE in each Science subject, are mainly
concepts that are found in A level courses. This technical careers e.g. medicine, midwifery,
nursing, engineering, forensics, electrician,
is one of the reasons that pupils who study
laboratory work, physiotherapy, Royal Navy,
triple science find the transition to A level
teaching and auto designers.
sciences a little easier.
A summary of the topics you will study
In addition to the compulsory KS4 material,
you will be covering further topics such as
Biology: Human Physiology, a wider breadth
on micro organisms.
Chemistry: organic chemistry, titrations and
bond energies.
Physics: circular motion, optics and
electromagnetic inductions.
Skills you will learn
The study of triple science further develops
your understanding of the world and increases
your capacity to apply abstract concepts. It also
gives a greater confidence in questioning and
challenging the way scientific issues in everyday
life are presented and gives the individual a
more informed opinion about many real life
topical issues.
Through the exploration of Science, you learn
how to be precise in your descriptions,
confident in your data analysis, effective in
problem solving and precise in the recall of
knowledge and facts. These skills are highly
prized and easily transferable to many future
applications.
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Who can help me make my decisions?
• You will be able to find information in this booklet
• You can talk to your form tutor
• Your teachers can give you advice
• You can talk to your Head of Year– Mr Stone
• You can talk to Mrs Clear, Deputy Head
• Ask to make an appointment with the Careers Advisor

What happens once I have handed in my Options Form?
You must return your Options form electronically by Thursday 17th February. This will be
checked by Mrs Clear and Mrs Webster to make sure that you have selected courses that are
appropriate for you. You may then be asked to have an interview to discuss your choices. You
should know your option choices by June.
Will I get all my first choice subjects?
Most pupils are able to study all the subjects they want, but it may not be possible if your
choices:
•
Do not match your ability level
•
The combination of subjects doesn’t work
•
There are too many pupils who want to do that subject
•
There are not enough pupils who want to do that subject, so the subject is withdrawn
How can I choose subjects if I am not sure what I want to do when I leave school?
Try to choose courses which will give you a broad and balanced range of subjects so that your
options for what you do when you leave school are open. Choose subjects you are good at and
that you enjoy. Avoid choosing a subject for poor reasons such as you like the teacher, your
friends are doing that subject or you do not like the teacher.
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Frequently Asked Questions
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